
Electronic Digital Baby Scale Weight Scales Monitor Tracker Pet

RRP: $139.95

When a new bundle of joy comes into your family, you want to care for

him or her to the best of your ability. One of the most important

measurements during those early months is your baby's weight. Keep

track of your newest family member's weight with this highly accurate

digital baby and pet scale from Randy & Travis Machinery.

With a maximum weight capacity of 20kg, this electronic scale can track

your baby's progress for many months after his or her birth. Even when

your baby gets a little wiggly, no worries. Its hold function locks in Baby's

weight so you can record it later.

After your baby or pet is mobile enough to climb onto regular scales, you

can use this scale to keep track of their weight – also an important metric,

according to most veterinarians. Its high-precision 10-gramme gradation

assures pinpoint accuracy.

Wipe it down with an antibacterial solution, and you can even use it to

weigh food and your baby's formula. The scale's tare function allows you

to set the weight to zero with an empty container, allowing you to weigh

only the contents. It also allows you to zero out Baby's blanket or other

clothes, giving you an accurate read on your baby's actual weight.

For accuracy and comfort, this baby scale is one of the best on the

market. Order yours today!

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Material: Baby-safe ABS
Weight: 2.1kg
Dimensions: 55 x 33.5 x 4.5cm (L x W x H)
Weight capacity: 20kg
Gradation: 10 grammes
Colour: White
Power: 3 x 1.5-volt AAA batteries (not included)
Accessories: User manual
Tare function allows you to zero out the weight of clothing or
containers
Contoured design keep Baby comfortable
Hold function to lock in Baby's weight
High-precision sensor
Converts from kilogrammes to pounds and ounces for travel
overseas
Automatic shut-down function
Low battery and overload indicator
Easy to clean and maintain
Easy-to-read LCD display
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